Abstract – Ubiquitous computing environments are intelligent environments that have a wide array of embedded sensors and other artefacts that provide information regarding the current state of the physical environment. Utilisation of such information, known as context information has the potential to alter the natural surroundings of users in order to adapt the environment to suit the user’s needs and assist in their tasks. These alterations in the environment should occur both transparently and seamlessly in order to minimise the impact on user’s attention in such a way that the user’s focus is not shifted from the task at hand. Satisfying user requirements in this manner, particularly in an environment that is so complex and dynamic raises a multitude of challenges. It is our belief that these challenges can be attributed to three distinct domains, namely management of personal information and management of context information combined with policy based management system. In the proposed paper we describe a management architecture for these intelligent environments that, through coordinated invocation of system and user policies triggered through the analysis of context information, taking into account business goals, can achieve a balance between user’s desires and intentions while upholding system constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main concept behind the ubiquitous computing initiative is to intertwine our physical surroundings with computing environments to provide non-intrusive, transparent computing ability anytime, anywhere. Research into ubiquitous computing, otherwise known as pervasive computing or ubicomp, aims to make computing capabilities so omnipresent and seamless that it is beneath the level of human attention [1]. This was the vision of Mark Weiser, the pioneer of pervasive computing, who began his seminal article, “The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” [2].

Advances in fields, such as distributed and mobile network, sensors, embedded systems, middleware and power consumption have made ubiquitous computing environments (UCE) a reasonable aspiration and many test-beds and prototypes exist today. While these advances bring the vision a step closer, their collaboration, essential for UCEs, creates new management challenges. The universal adoption of UCEs will not materialise without an innovative intelligent management system, despite this UCE management gets little attention. Most research carried out in this domain focuses on a narrow area, for example mobility management, trust management, context management or data management.

UCEs are inherently highly dynamic, since they are designed to respond to changes in the physical environment and to changing user intentions. The overall challenge from the intelligent management system perspective is how to respond to the continuum of changes in the environment and user behaviour, without compromising the underlying infrastructure that composes the UCE and the system requirements dictated by the organisational goals. Management for UCEs should be handled intelligently by controlling evolution and configuration changes without explicit user or administrator action. In other words, dynamic adaptive management is sought and methods that support such adaptable management are required.

Proposed in this paper is an intelligent management system, called the Ubiquitous Management Architecture (UMA). UMA comprises three major components, namely a Personal Information Manager (PIM), Context Manager (CM) and a Policy Controller (PC). These components and their collaboration attempt to address the challenges identified in this paper and in doing so address the outlined objectives of ubiquitous computing.

In this paper we first discuss related work in the areas that influence the development of the UMA. We then elaborate on our view of the key challenges in intelligently managing ubiquitous computing environments and the approaches required to meet them. In section IV we provide an overview of the architecture itself, describing the main components, namely PIM, CIM and a PC and how they interact. Finally, we outline the future work and conclude.

II. RELATED WORK

In terms of user information there are many systems that deal with some aspects of managing this information, such as vCard [3] and Learner Information Package [4]. These initiatives are typically limited to their own domain of interest. More recently the idea of identity management has gained recognition, describing the management of multiple identities across organisational/domain boundaries. A great deal of work has been done on the Liberty Alliance specification [5], which attempts to implement an identity management solution for internet-based transactions. However, the static nature of the internet is very different from the dynamic nature of ubiquitous computing. Users will require a much wider variety of services provided in a dynamic and personalised way. In particular ubiquitous computing environments have a much larger quantity of context information
available, whereas the internet is typically based on limited context information such as an IP address. It is critical that this information is exploited to influence the usage of user information and to protect the users’ privacy.

Context-awareness has been an important research area for many years with the Active Badge location system being one of the principal initiatives. However, context-awareness requires management of context information which according to Dey [6] may potentially include a vast amount of raw data. Therefore, a flexible and extensible system that manages context information effectively is of essential importance. While work has been done in this area, existing systems typically do not provide an adaptable solution in order to serve a wide variety of context-aware applications. Current approaches on context information management have a tendency to focus on a specific area, for example, modelling a meeting environment [7]. While in [7], a user can specify policies to deal with privacy issues, there is no observation for system-wide policies. With context-awareness, an important issue is to increase the level of abstraction of sensed context information, providing deductions that cannot be sensed directly from the environment. This is an important element highlighted in [8] which in general is lacking from surveyed systems for example in [9, 10].

Reasoning over sensed context information provides a means of ensuring that knowledge regarding the environment is consistent, which is typically neglected by the current approaches.

Policy Based Management (PBM) is a research topic that has received much attention as a flexible and adaptive concept for the management of networks and systems. Interest in PBM has been driven by the growing complexity inherent in the administration and management of present-day networks. Heterogeneous devices and network topologies, mobility, greater demands from users and the fluidity of the current and emerging distributed networks and systems, are but some of the aspects that make PBM an attractive alternative to other human resource-intensive management techniques. However, the dynamic nature of ubiquitous computing environments renders it impractical for an administrator to specify and update suitable device and technology-specific policies to be stored in the repository and used to manage and control the changing and/or maintaining of the state of one or more manage objects [11]. One possible approach for automatically generating enforceable, valid policies is to refine or translate policies, from a higher level of abstraction.

In 1999 researchers at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories published a report on a practical approach for policy refinement called the Policy Wizard Engine for Refinement or POWER prototype [12]. However, the POWER prototype requires large interaction and system knowledge from a human operator to set up the refinement templates for a specific system and to translate the policy from one level of abstraction to another. This refinement protocol does not include analysis capabilities and is more of a guide for policy refinement than an automated policy refiner, which is not suitable for ubiquitous computing environments. [13] describes a goal-based approach to policy refinement. The system uses event calculus in conjunction with abductive reasoning to derive the sequence of events that achieve the desired goal. However, the system expects the users to provide a representation of the system description, in terms of the properties and behaviour of the components and the goals that the system must satisfy. The user is also expected to define the pre and post conditions of the operations supported by components using state charts. Such interaction from a user must be avoided for policy refinement in ubiquitous computing environments.

While individually each of these areas has a considerable volume of work done, none completely address their own specific challenges encountered in ubiquitous environments. Furthermore little work has been undertaken in combining these to provide a holistic management solution.

III. MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES FOR UBQUITOUS COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS

Ubiquitous computing environments are intrinsically highly dynamic in nature, since they are designed to respond to changes in the physical environment and to changing user intentions. The overall challenge from a management perspective is how to intelligently reconfigure managed entities to respond to the continuum of changes in the environment and user behaviour, without compromising the computing infrastructure itself, or the business goals of the entity operating it. We contend that there are three main activities necessary to meet this challenge: (i) gathering and interpreting context information relating to the current state of the environment; (ii) capturing and using information relating to user attributes, desires and intentions; (iii) utilising both contextual and user information in a management decision making process that ensures business goals are achieved.

Context information, generally relating to characteristics of the physical environment within which a user interacts with a ubiquitous computing system, can be viewed as providing notification of events that require management decisions. However, collecting and processing data produced from the artefacts embedded in the environment is a challenging task that requires dominance of a flexible and scalable context management system. One of the main challenges stems from the nature of ubiquitous environments being inherently dynamic and heterogeneous, with multiple context sources providing diverse data at discreet intervals, adhering to different data models whilst using various communication protocols. Therefore, provided data typically will not be suitable to be exploited directly by context-aware entities, making it difficult to get a consistent view of the context. Enormous amount of raw data yielded by ubiquitous computing environments makes the process of data handling and consuming very difficult due to the sheer volume and diversity of the same. Acquired context data will need to be formatted, processed or combined with data from other context sources to generate meaningful, low-volume and pertinent context information.

Once the context data has been collected and processed, the next step is the process of reasoning. Typically, context information produced by the entities in the environment will be at a low point in the abstraction scale, resulting in information that has little or no value when utilised in isolation. The process of reasoning over context information employs methods of knowledge engineering which is a branch of science that is concerned with the
creation, maintenance, understanding and use of information about a subject or collection of subjects of interest. Reasoning combines low-level information to produce logical conclusions, with the effect of elevating the abstraction level of context information by inferring conclusions that cannot be sensed directly from the environment. Thus a major challenge lies in creating a generic system in the sense that it would infer deduction across diverse domains.

As a result, a mechanism that will transform, process, aggregate and reason over context data to make it appropriate for consumption by context-aware applications is essential. We argue that context management systems for ubiquitous computing environments should incorporate processes for composition of context data sources and for aggregation/inference of that data into useful context information. Furthermore, these processes should be configured by the management system, so that only events of interest trigger the decision making process.

Of course many management decisions will be triggered directly as a result of user interaction with the ubiquitous computing system. To ensure the system is user-focused it is important that the management system has access to user information, in particular user’s preferences to adapt the environment. A major challenge is therefore the aggregation of users’ information into a commonly accessible repository. However this repository must provide more than just basic database functionality. Instead it must be a complete management system for user information governing how personal information is distributed and used within the ubiquitous computing environment, as well as how it is administered and controlled in general. We believe that such information should be kept under direct control of the user as much as possible. The user should retain knowledge of his/her preferences for interaction with the system, rather than having the system store and access information relating to how users interact with it.

Once context and user information are collected and processed, a mechanism that uses this information to change and/or maintain the state of environment is required. While the principal intent of the ubiquitous environments is to provide personalised services on demand, system requirements (which may contrast with or obstruct user requirements) must be upheld where applicable, raising an intricate challenge. The challenge presented is exacerbated further when system and user requirements change frequently and randomly, and when the environments onto which these requirements are enforced arbitrarily change. This is the case with today’s evolving businesses, insistent users and unpredictable ubiquitous computing environment. Thus, the mechanism that employs context and user information to change or maintain the state of the environment must do so in an efficient manner. The mechanism must also be capable of dealing with the persistent changes that are discrete and continuous in nature originating from business, user or environmental alterations. The vast numbers of heterogeneous entities involved in ubiquitous environments introduces further challenges in defining the overall environmental state and controlling and managing a state change. We consider policy based approaches as the most attractive solution for complex systems and as a useful approach in addressing the unique challenges encountered in meeting user requirements within volatile ubiquitous environments. In particular, the vision of a policy continuum in which high-level organisational polices are automatically refined to produce low-level, device-specific policies that can be applied efficiently in highly dynamic environments appears an ideal solution to the ubiquitous computing management challenge.

IV. A UBQUITOUS MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE

The proposed Ubiquitous Management Architecture (UMA) is depicted in Fig.1. It is a two level model, in which individual ubiquitous computing systems – Smart Spaces – employ a policy based management system to control discovery, monitoring and execution of services, with higher level management decisions being made at the M-Zone level. An M-Zone corresponds to an administrative domain, where individual Smart Spaces under its control are operated by a single entity.

At the Smart Space level management is realised via a Policy Decision Point (PDP) that controls a set of Policy Enforcement Points (PEP), which in turn control services and resources. Policies enforced by the PDP are stored in a Policy Repository and are simple in nature, for example white/black lists for access control. These Smart Space policies are re-configured and deployed at intervals by the PDP residing at the M-Zone level (the M-Zone PDP), thus allowing control over the operation of the Smart Space. The Smart Space also contains a Service Repository (SR), which maintains data relating to the state of all services available within the space.

At the M-Zone level there are three types of components: the Context Information Manager (CIM), the Policy Controller (PC) and Personal Information Managers (PIMs). There is one CIM and one PC for every M-Zone and one PIM for every user interacting with a Smart Space under control of an M-Zone. Users are expected to provide access to their PIM when they identify/authenticate themselves to an M-Zone. PIMs essentially contain a repository of a user’s personal information and also provide considerable functionality in terms of distributing and restricting this information when appropriate. In the context of this system the usage of personal information can occur in a number of ways and for a number of reasons. Firstly personal information is of a sensitive nature and privacy must be ensured. Also in any given scenario only a certain quantity of user information is relevant, and so selective distribution and usage of this information is more efficient and secure. In terms of how information is used, this can occur in two ways. The PIM can, based on the user’s current context and personal information such as preferences and history, deduce what service is required and actively request that service from the ubiquitous management system. Alternatively, in the case where a service or application requests user information from the PIM, this request must be evaluated and the appropriate information distributed. Personal information in this context will relate to attributes that influence the interaction of the user with Smart Space services, as well as “user policies” embodying preferences for the manner in which the user would like the Smart Space to react in certain circumstances. For, example user policies could represent a user’s preferences for heating and lighting conditions whilst working at his/her desk, or...
specify privacy protection actions to take place in the presence of other individuals.

The CIM collects and aggregates context information directly from Smart Space context sources. As part of its context analysis process it may be configured to access user information from the relevant PIM, so that the context information reported to the PC is semantically rich in nature. The PC plays a controlling role, in that it requests the CIM to notify it of particular events and it specifies what kind of user specific information to be incorporated in such notifications. This reduces the number of high-level context notifications, decreasing the overhead in such notifications. This reduces the number of high-level context notifications, decreasing the overhead involved in the policy decision process.

The Policy Controller has overall responsibility for managing and controlling the changing and/or maintaining of the state of the environment, for example granting/denying access to managed video services to another managed object in the Smart Spaces. It contains policy refinement and analysis capabilities that allow it automatically translate high level business goals to progressively lower-level M-Zone and Smart Space policies, in a manner that accommodates user preferences to the highest degree possible. However, there is a significant gap between business goals and requirements (defined as high-level policies) and device/technology specific configuration rules (low-level policies) that must be bridged automatically to make policy-based management useful for UCE. Bridging this gap will be done through iterative transformation along a policy hierarchy or policy continuum with the aid of an information model. Analysis of the low-level policies will be performed to ensure that the policies are (i) correct – an accurate representation of the business goal (high level policy) at a different viewpoint, (ii) consistent – no conflicts, static or dynamic and (iii) valid – the refined policies can be executed on a tangible managed object in the environment [14]. The M-Zone PDP uses these refinement and analysis capabilities when events trigger policy decisions and/or re-configuration of policies in the system. These events can come from three sources: changes in business goals, changes in environmental context reported by the CIM and direct user interactions with the system notified by PIMs. Decisions relating to events take into account relevant user policies, but only to the extent that actions generated are not in conflict with M-Zone policies. Generally these actions result in re-configuration of policies deployed in one or more Smart Spaces, whose enforcement affects the manner in which users can interact with services, i.e. the state of a managed object is changed.

**V. FUTURE WORK**

The immediate goal of this work is to formally design and specify the system which in turn will lead to a prototype implementation. Following the implementation, this prototype will be tested using the Smart Home test-bed which has been designed and built for the evaluation of ubiquitous services and software. The test-bed incorporates a set of technologies that include an Ultra Wide Band (UWB) positioning system, a set of X.10 control modules, smart camera, a number of PDAs and Smart Phones, Multimedia Server, Tablet PC and various household appliances. Various test scenarios and metrics will be defined and used to evaluate the architecture to enable further refinement and possible modifications.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

It is widely accepted that the ability to anticipate user intentions will be a critical factor in the success of ubiquitous computing. However, user requirements are complex and changeable. In addition, the environments in which these requirements are fulfilled are also heterogeneous and unpredictable, making manual management unrealistic. This implies that an intelligent system to configure these environments towards the user requirements while taking into account system policies is necessary.

This paper has outlined the major challenges in building an adaptive ubiquitous environment that can adjust to users’ goals. Existing work in this area has shown that management of these environments is generally confined to a subset of these challenges, rather than adopting a holistic view. The architecture presented in this paper attempts to address the challenges in a synergic manner, combining personal information, context information and policy based approaches. It is the interaction of these three distinct components that produces an innovative intelligent management system for governing ubiquitous computing environments, pushing technology into background while anticipating and responding to user intentions.
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